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Abstract 
The accelerated depletion of oil reserves and the often exorbitant cost of fossil 
fuels contribute to the development of fuels from renewable sources. The ob-
jective of this work is to analyze the influence of the properties of renewable 
fuels on their evaporation in natural convection, their combustion and their 
use in internal combustion engines. A summary of the various numerical and 
experimental works from the literature has been presented in this work. This 
work focuses on the numerical modelling of the natural convection evapora-
tion of an isolated drop of a liquid fuel in natural convection. The transfers in 
the liquid and vapour phases are described by the conservation equations of 
mass and species, momentum and energy. The main feature of this work is 
the consideration of advection, azimuthal angle and thickness of the vapour 
phase of the drop during evaporation of the drop. 
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1. Introduction 

The numerical approach to the problems of evaporation and combustion of fuel 
droplets has experienced a considerable growth and interest of researchers in 
recent years [1] [2] [3]. This new approach, for the most part, takes into account 
the heat and mass transfer processes in the liquid and vapour phases as well as 
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the coupling between them [4] [5] [6] [7] [8]. Therefore, it is important to have a 
broad understanding of the physical phenomena and mechanisms involved in 
the evaporation and combustion of fuel droplets in diesel engines, especially in 
the design and optimization of combustion chambers. In view of the complexity 
of nature to study the phenomena, the evaporation of an isolated drop in natural 
convection is often studied and the spherically symmetrical model is representa-
tive [4] [9] [10] [11]. 

Indeed, fuel evaporation in internal combustion engines has a strong influ-
ence on pollutant emissions, ignition delays and overall combustion efficiency 
and when it enters a high temperature environment its evaporation and com-
bustion provides energy for propulsion [9] [12] [13]. However, the two-phase 
flow phenomenon, existing in the evaporation of a drop of liquid fuel, remains a 
very important area for researchers to explore. Despite the growth and develop-
ment of numerical techniques, difficulties with the two-phase flow phenomenon 
still exist and research continues to address them. Thus, numerical techniques 
have been undertaken to solve this problem [2] [8] [14]-[19]. These methods are 
mainly oriented by following the time evolution of the radius squared regression 
and the evolution or transport of the interface i.e. the surface temperature [20].  

Also, during the fuel spray, interactions between the fuel droplets occur which 
produce different physical mechanisms and make the evaporation phenomenon 
complex [12] [21] [22] [23]. Moreover, it is difficult to isolate and study these 
physical mechanisms individually [7] [15] [24]. Indeed, fuel, injected as a liquid 
spray, usually burns as a group rather than individually in the diesel engine cy-
linder. Nevertheless, it appears that the study of the evaporation of an isolated 
drop is generally carried out and gives a good first approximation of the evapo-
ration phenomenon [10] [25] [26]. Thus, several authors have been interested in 
the phenomenon of evaporation of isolated drops, in particular the heat and 
mass transfers that link the liquid and gaseous phases as well as the coupling 
between these two phases [4] [27] [28]. The interest, under these conditions of 
evaporation of isolated droplets of liquid fuel, was thus mainly focused on the 
determination of the fundamental processes of heat and mass transfer. Despite 
the existence of many evaporation models in the literature, most modelling stu-
dies do not take into account advection, which is however present in the evapo-
ration phenomenon of drops. In addition, not all evaporation models take into 
account the azimuth angle, yet in real conditions, evaporation is accompanied by 
a variation in azimuth angle. Also, some studies neglect the thickness of the ga-
seous phase, which makes it possible to follow the evolution of the evaporation 
of the drop and the heat and mass transfer phenomena. Moreover, the evapora-
tion of an isolated drop in an ambient medium is driven by a relative motion of 
the external fluid and is subject to a set of forces. It’s therefore important to con-
trol the nature of the flow (laminar or turbulent), the evolution of the physico-
chemical properties of the biofuel (biodiesel and heptane in this case) and the 
surrounding environment. It is also necessary to follow the evolution and the in-
fluence of the thermal and mass exchanges between the two phases, the influence 
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of the possible interactions between the particles and especially the effect that 
they generate on the variation of the physical properties of the flow (drag force, 
relative speed, …). 

In addition, it has been shown that the phenomenon of natural convection 
can considerably modify the rates of heat and mass transfer between the evapo-
rating fuel drops and the surrounding gas phase. Conditions in a combustion 
chamber can potentially promote and reduce natural convection due to the high 
pressure environment and small drop size [2] [29] [30]. In this case, this phe-
nomenon contributes to the increase of energy and mass transfers between the 
evaporating drop and the surrounding gas. This means that under ambient con-
ditions, the integration of these effects could become essential in the determina-
tion of the evaporation phenomena of drops. Therefore, in this work, the phe-
nomena of natural convection, advection and azimuthal angle are taken into ac-
count.  

The modelling of evaporation in natural convection of an isolated fuel drop 
has therefore been carried out. 

This work therefore focuses on a review of the current literature on the vapo-
rization and combustion of an isolated drop of fuel. The main axes developed in 
this work are oriented towards the general description of the vaporization phe-
nomena and the different vaporization mechanisms. Secondly, the influence of 
different parameters on vaporization such as convection (forced or natural), tem-
perature and pressure has been evaluated. Numerical and experimental studies 
highlighting the different models and materials used in the literature and their 
limitations are mentioned in this manuscript. Finally, a critical look at the com-
bustion literature and a global synthesis complete this work. 

2. General Description of Evaporation Phenomena 
2.1. Phenomena Involved in Injection, Evaporation and  

Combustion 

In the combustion chambers of an internal combustion engine, fuel is injected in 
the form of a mist of liquid drops <sprays> as fine as possible. During the injec-
tion of this liquid fuel, several phenomena take place: disintegration of the liq-
uid, atomization, turbulent dispersion, etc. During this stage, which precedes 
combustion, heat and mass transfers between the drops and their gaseous envi-
ronment come into play. The phenomena are extremely numerous and varied, 
making the study of the whole very complex [7] [9] [31] [32]. Simple experi-
ments are then defined to isolate each of the above mentioned phenomena in 
order to model them. The numerical simulation of dense two-phase flows in an 
internal combustion chamber of a diesel engine must take into account the mod-
eling of several rather complex physical processes.  

Among these phenomena, the modeling of drop evaporation allows to quan-
tify the amount of fuel vapor supplied to the gas phase in order to simulate the 
spray combustion. In order to keep calculation times reasonable, the fuel is al-
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ways represented by a liquid composed of a single species (heptane, n-octane, 
n-decane for paraffin or iso-octane for petrol). However, these fuels are actually 
composed of several hundred components, all with different physicochemical 
characteristics [25] [33] [34] [35]. One of the most important properties is vola-
tility, which varies considerably from one species to another, and the different 
components of a fuel can thus cover a wide range of boiling temperatures, above 
a hundred degrees [36] [37] [38] [39]. This affects the dynamics of evaporation 
as some species vaporize faster than others [39] [40]. The composition of the 
drop changes throughout its trajectory in the combustion chamber where the 
vapour is not uniform. The different species react differently and combustion 
phenomena such as ignition, flame propagation, flame stability or pollutant emis-
sions can be affected [41]. 

2.2. Drop Evaporation in a Stagnant Medium 

The evaporation of a drop of fuel remains one of the most important processes 
of combustion in a diesel engine combustion chamber [4]. It depends on the 
temperature of the drop and the temperature of the vapour phase as well as on 
the vapour pressure [42] [43] [44]. Consider a single-component, isolated and 
immobile drop initially placed in a gaseous medium. At the initial moment, the 
temperature at the surface of the liquid (TS) is lower than the temperature of the 
surrounding medium, the vapour pressure at its surface is lower than the pres-
sure of the gaseous phase [9] [12]. Two phenomena occur: 
 A quantity of heat is transferred by conduction-convection from the sur-

rounding medium to the surface of the drop causing an increase in the tem-
perature of the drop and the vapour concentration at its surface, 

 Vapour concentration gradients between the surface of the drop and the 
surrounding medium cause evaporation of the liquid phase by particle diffu-
sion. 

If the temperature of the drop increases in the course of time, the evaporation 
process of the drop continues until it reaches self-ignition. Figure 1 illustrates 
the phenomena of drop evaporation. 
 

 
Figure 1. Physical phenomenon of a droplet evaporation in a stagnant medium [45]. 
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3. Evaporation Mechanisms 

The mechanisms of evaporation of a drop are: 
 Heat transfers: related to temperature gradients, 
 Quantity of movements transferred: induced by the gas flow and materializ-

ing in the form of a boundary layer, 
 Mass transferred: caused by the concentration gradient through evaporation. 

Both diffusive and convective. 
To understand the mechanisms of jet evaporation, it is essential to decouple 

the problem. On the one hand, there are heat exchange mechanisms that directly 
participate in the evaporation of the drop and on the other hand, there are dy-
namic effects (atomization) that indirectly participate in this atomization [45].  

The formation of a large number of droplets by atomization increases the ex-
change surface of the droplets, which promotes heat transfer and thus evapora-
tion [3] [9] [13]. 

The consideration of convection in the evaporation of a drop is very impor-
tant because the viscous friction generated by the relative movement of the drop 
causes a decrease in the mass fraction of vapour at its surface [37] [46]. Convec-
tion avoids the phenomenon of vapour accumulation and on the other hand it 
accelerates the evaporation of the drop and decreases its life span. The coupling 
of these different types of transfers is shown by their dependence on common 
physical quantities linked to the properties of the different media, thermody-
namic variables and the thermophysical properties of the fuel [25] [33] [35]. 

4. Influence of Different Parameters on the Vaporization of  
Drops 

4.1. Influence of Convection 

The influence of convection on the evaporation of a drop has been the subject of 
numerous works. Thus, Renksizbulut et al. in 1983, Scherrer in 1987 [47] [48] 
were interested in the phenomena of convection on evaporation. These authors 
describe the influence of the speed of the vapour phase flow around the drop 
during evaporation. It is also shown that the flow can modify the duration of 
vaporization. There is little work on the evaporation of one or more spherical 
drops in natural convection. However, it is worth noting that some work on 
evaporation in natural convection such as that of Ranz and Marshall which led 
to the development of correlation of Nusselt and Sherwood numbers validated 
by theoretical models and used in several works.  

Yuge proposed a semi-empirical expression for the Nusselt numbers as a func-
tion of the thermal Grashof number based on a thermocouple measurement of 
the fuel drop temperature [11]. 

Experimental results on forced convection have shown mixed results (Table 1 
and Table 2) [4] on the evaporation or combustion of one or more drops, which 
are summarized in the following tables. 
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Table 1. Main results of evaporation and combustion of a fuel drop in natural convection [4]. 

AUTHORS STUDY SYSTEM METHOD RESULTS 

Ranz and Marshall (1952) 
Spherical drop 
in evaporation 

Experimental: 
thermocouple measurement 

1 4 1 3

1 4 1 3

2 0.6

2 0.6
,  et  no defined

Nu Gr Pr

Sh Gr Sc
Gr Pr Sc

= + ⋅ ⋅

= + ⋅ ⋅  

Yuge (1960) 
Evaporating 

spherical drop 
Experimental: 

thermocouple measurement 

0.25

5

2 0.392
1 10
Nu Gr

Gr
= + ⋅

≤ ≤
 

Amoto and Tien (1972) 
Spherical drop 
in evaporation 

Experimental: temperature 
measurement by thermocouple ( )

5 8

0.25

3 10 8 10

2
0.05 0.009

TGr Pr

Nu C Gr Pr
C

× ≤ ⋅ ≤ ×

= + ⋅ ⋅

= ±

 

Sato and Mitsuhirotsue, 
Niwa (1990) 

Spherical drop 
in combustion 

Experimental: 
- High pressure chamber 
- CCD camera 

Ranz and Marshall correlations 

Daïf and al (199) 
Spherical drop 
in evaporation 

Numerical: 
boundary layer model 

( )
( )

1 40.59 1 3

0.09 1 4 1 3

5 4

2 0.59 1

2 0.57 1

4 10 7.7 10
0.67 0.91;   0 2.6 
0.9 3,   0 2.44

Ti

Mi

T

M

Nu B Gr Pr

Sh B Gr Sc

Gr
Pr B

Sc B

−−

−

−

= + ⋅ + ⋅

= + ⋅ + ⋅

× ≤ ≤ ×
≤ ≤ ≤ ≤
≤ ≤ ≤ ≤

 

 
Table 2. Main results of evaporation and forced convection combustion of a fuel drop [4]. 

AUTHORS STUDY SYSTEM METHOD RESULTS 

Fuchs (1959) 
Spherical drop 
in evaporation 

Experimental: 
thermocouple 

1 2 1 32 0.6
200

Nu Re Pr
Re

= + ⋅
≤

 

Ranz et Marshall (1952) 
Spherical drop 
in evaporation 

Experimental: 
thermocouple 

1 2 1 32 0.6
200

Nu Re Pr
Re

= + ⋅
≤

 

Renksizbulut et Yuen (1983) 
Porous spherical 

drop in evaporation 
Numerical: finite 

difference method 
( )0.7 0.57 1 31 2 0.9

100
Nu B Re Pr
Re

+ = + ⋅

≤
 

Renksizbulut et Yuen (1983) Spherical drop in evaporation 
Experimental: 
thermocouple 

( )0.7 0.5 1 31 2 0.57
0 150
Nu B Re Pr

Re
+ = + ⋅

≤ ≤
 

Natarajan (1966) Spherical droplet in combustion 
Experimental: 
thermocouple 

( ) 0.51 1.46
20

mNu B Re
Re

+ =

≤
 

 
These correlations developed by these authors for the average and local Nus-

selt and Sherwood numbers are used by others to quantify heat and mass trans-
fer. However, some improvements are still needed to take into account several 
components in order to have a more detailed mechanism of the convective and 
conductive transfer phenomena arround the drops during its evaporation and 
combustion. 

Dgheim et al., 2012 [27] developed new correlations for the Nusselt and Sher-
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wood numbers as a function of the Dgheim number. These common correla-
tions for different multicomponent hydrocarbons are determined by the least 
squares method where the effect of Dgheim (DG), Prandtl (Pr), Schmidt (Sc), 
mass (BM) and heat (BT). These Nusselt and Sherwood numbers have the fol-
lowing expressions 

( )0.68 0.52 2.1 1 TNu B Pr DG= + +                 (1) 

With 0.5 5DG   et 0.7 0.86Pr   

( ) 2 0.52 1.78 1 MSh B Sc DG−= + +                 (2) 

With 0.5 5DG   et 1.58 3.13Sc   

( )0.682 2.1 1 T TNu B DG= + +                  (3) 

( ) 22 1.78 1 M MSh B DG−= + +                  (4) 

With TDG DG Pr=  et MDG DG Sc=  
These Nusselt and Sherwood numbers as represented by Figure 2 and Figure 

3. 
 

 

Figure 2. Correlations of the average Nusselt and Sherwood numbers as a function of the Reynolds, Prandtl, Schmidt, thermal and 
mass Spalding numbers [49]. 
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Figure 3. Correlations of the average Nusselt and Sherwood numbers as a function of the Dgheim, Prandtl, Schmidt, thermal and 
mass Spalding numbers [49]. 

 
These results are substantial, but do not show the link between mass concen-

tration and the sensitive and local Nusselt and Sherwood numbers. However, in 
mass and heat transfer, concentration has a strong influence on evaporation 
phenomena. 

4.2. Influence of Natural Convection 

The symmetry of the problem can be broken when there are density gradients 
associated with mass and heat transfer in the vicinity of the drop. These gra-
dients induce a non-radial motion of the gases around the drop generated by 
natural convection. The presence of non-radial convection accelerates the trans-
fer rates and consequently reduces the lifetime of the drop. The lack of symme-
try can be corrected by various semi-empirical correlations found in the litera-
ture. The most commonly used correlations are those of Rantz and Marshall 
(1952) [50]. 
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4.3. Influence of Forced Convection 

Several correlations have shown that the effects of forced convection on mass 
and heat transfer can be presented by a correlation coefficient as a function of 
Reynolds and Schmidth (or Prandtl) numbers, if the diffusion phenomenon 
controls the mass transfer between the liquid and gas phase, the correlation coef-
ficient can be written as follows [18] [29] [49] [51]: 

( )1 2 1 31 0.276corr thk k Re Sc= +                  (5) 

kth is the vaporization rate in the stagnant case. 
In the case where heat transfer is the controlling mechanism, as in the case of 

combustion for example, this correction coefficient becomes:  

( )1 2 1 31 0.276corr thk k Re Pr= +                 (6) 

In the case where heat transfer is the controlling mechanism, as in the case of 
combustion for example, this correction coefficient becomes:  

The main function of convection is to accelerate the heat exchange process 
and the substance between the gas phase and the drop. Nevertheless, its consid-
eration is very complex because the energy conservation equation has no analyt-
ical solution and is of importance even for a system as simple as a hard sphere 
subjected to a constant velocity flow. This is done by determining characteristic 
numbers that allow one to estimate the relative importance of the heat flow ac-
tually transmitted by convection compared to a purely conductive heat flow 
(Nusselt number, Nu) or a purely diffusive material flow (Sherwood number, 
Sh). The Nu and Sh numbers are usually themselves expressed in terms of other 
numbers that characterize the gas flow (Reynolds number Re) and the transfer 
mechanisms (heat: Prandtl number Pr; matter: Schmidt number Sc). 

5. Numerical Model of Literature 
5.1. Gas Phase 
5.1.1. The d2 Law and Its Assumptions 
The d2 law describes the vaporization and combustion of a drop of fuel. To de-
scribe the evaporation mechanisms of an isolated stagnant drop consisting of a 
single component vaporizing in a stagnant medium, several models have been 
developed [8] [15] [52] [53]. The so-called standard or quasi-stationary model 
was developed by Godsave (1953), Spalding (1953), Goldsmith & Penner (1954) 
and Wise et al. (1955) [54] [55]. This model is based on assumptions described 
by Williams (1973) [56], Faeth (1977) [6] and Law (1982) [3]. We briefly present 
these assumptions: 
 The isolated drop is assumed to be immobile in a gaseous medium. Convec-

tive transfers are neglected and the only heat and mass exchanges between 
the liquid and vapour phases take place by conduction and diffusion. This 
leads to a spherical symmetry of the drop. Thus, the transfers are assumed to 
be one-dimensional; 

 The drop can be assimilated to a pure body; 
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 The transfers take place at the same pressure. The regression velocity of the 
drop radius is small compared to the speed of sound in the surrounding gas; 

 The thermophysical properties of the drop in gas phase (heat capacity, ther-
mal conductivity, diffusion coefficient) are constant. The Lewis number (Le) 
of the surrounding medium is considered equal to 1, i.e.:  

1
p

ScLe
Pr c D

λ
ρ

= = =                        (7) 

with 
: Schmidt number
: Prandtl number

: diffusion coefficient

Sc
Pr
D







 

 The liquid-vapour equilibrium at the surface of the drop is instantaneous be-
cause the phase change between the liquid and its vapour is rapid (high va-
porization rate) 

 The drop is considered in a quasi-stationary state: the phenomena of mass 
and heat transport and the heating time are neglected. Its temperature is con-
sidered constant and uniform. These results are obtained by the rule of Spar-
row et al. in 1958 [57] called the “rule of thirds”: 

2 1
3 3ref sT T T∞= +                         (8) 

2 1
3 3ref sY Y Y∞= +                         (9) 

 The effects of mass diffusion due to a temperature gradient (Soret effect) and 
the heat fluxes produced by a mass gradient (Dufour effect) are neglected, 

 Inertia effects in the gas phase, oxidation and decomposition phenomena in 
the gas phase are neglected, 

These hypotheses, in addition to the boundary conditions, make it possible to 
obtain a law for monitoring the evolution over time of the diameter of the drop 
(d) or d2 law, which is a function of time, its initial diameter (d0) and the rate of 
vaporization (k):  

2 2
0d d kt− = −                        (10) 

with k = constant 

5.1.2. Standard Model of the d2 Law 
Considering the above assumptions and formulas, the conservation equations of 
mass, energy and species are written as: 

d 0
d
m
r
=                          (11) 

where 
2

,4 s gaz r sm r Uρπ=                      (12) 

and sr  is the radius of the drop and ,r sU  is the radial velocity of the vapour at 
the surface. 
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 Energy conservation equation 

2 2
,

d d d
d d dgaz r s p gaz gaz
T Tr U C r
r r r

ρ λ =  
 

              (13) 

 Conservation of species equation 

2
,

d d
d dgaz r s gaz gaz

Yr U Y D
r r

ρ ρ  −    
               (14) 

 Boundary conditions 
 At the surface of the drop and at infinity  

( )
( )

s sT r r T

T r r T∞ ∞

 = =


= =
                      (15) 

( )
( )

s sY r r Y

Y r r Y∞ ∞

 = =


= =
                      (16) 

 At the liquid-vapour interface 

( )2 d4 1
ds gaz gaz s
Yr D m Y
r

ρ = −π                     (17) 

Solving these equations together with the boundary conditions leads to the fol-
lowing results:  

( )
exp 1

4
exp 1

4

gazs

gazgaz

gaz s

mCpT T
T T

rmCp
r

λ

λ

∞
∞

  −−
= − +  

π

π

  −    −  
 





           (18) 

( )4 ln 1s gaz gaz Tm r D Bρ= +π                     (19) 

( )gaz s
T

v

Cp T T
B

L
∞−

=                        (20) 

The mass fraction of the vapour in the gas phase and the evaporated liquid 
flow rate are obtained from the solution of Equations (15) and (16) above and 
given by:  

exp 1
4

exp
4

s

gaz gaz

gaz gaz

Y mY
Dm

D
ρ

ρ

  −
π

π

= −      −     
 





             (21) 

( )4 ln 1s gaz gaz Mm r D Bρ= +π                     (22) 

1
s

M
s

Y Y
B

Y
∞−

=
−

                          (23) 

According to the quasi-stationarity condition of the d2 law and by assumption 
the Spalding mass and thermal numbers are equal, hence M TB B B= = . This re-
sults in: 

( )4 ln 1s gaz gazm r D Bρπ= +                     (24) 

For a spherical drop we have:  
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34
3 gouttem r ρπ=                         (25) 

2 d4
dgoutte gaz
rm r D
t

ρπ=                      (26) 

Combining the expressions in Equations (22) to (26), we get 2 2
0d d k t− = − ⋅ . 

This expression is called the law in d2 with d the diameter of the drop, do the ini-
tial diameter of the drop, t the time and k the rate of vaporization and is given 
by: 

( )8 ln 1gaz

gaz goutte

k B
Cp

λ
ρ

= +                    (27) 

Daho et al., 2012 [26] showed the evolution of the evaporation constants of 
the two fuels obtained by the quasi-stationary model and the Ranz and Mar-
shall correlation (taking into account or not the influence of the transient phase) 
as a function of temperature. The observation of the results through the figures 
shows that the evaporation constants of the cottonseed oil increase more rapidly 
than those of the diesel fuel when the temperature increases. Numerical and ex-
perimental representations are shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 for different fu-
els.  

The quasi-transitory phenomenon reported by Daho et al., 2012 is very im-
portant in the case of fuel evaporation and combustion but does not explicitly 
describe the mechanisms related to evaporation and the influence of the sur-
rounding environment such as advection or the initial drop radius size. Howev-
er, drop size and advection have an effect on the injection, atomization and dis-
integration of fuel drops and consequently on the evaporation and combustion 
of these fuels. 
 

 

Figure 4. Theoretical constants of evaporation of diesel fuel and cottonseed oil. K, Kc and 
Kcc are respectively theoretical constants of evaporation from quasi-steady model, Ranz 
and Marshall correlation and Ranz and Marshall correlation taking into account the in-
fluence of heating phase of the droplet [26]. 
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Figure 5. Experimental constants of evaporation of diesel fuel and cottonseed oil. Kexp_diesel 
fuel and Kexp_cottonseed oil are respectively the experimental constants of evaporation 
of diesel fuel and cottonseed oil [26]. 
 

Gu, Xin, 2012 [58] used the classical d2 law model to compare his experimen-
tal and numerical results with heptane and decane fuels. He finds satisfactory 
results with a slight deviation of less than 3%. It should be remembered that in 
the case of natural convection evaporation, for most cases, only the time regres-
sion of the square of the diameter or the surface temperature remain the most 
easily observable parameters. The diameter squared regression and surface tem-
perature versus time are summarised in a single figure and shown in Figure 6. 

However, the work of G. Xin does not clearly present the experimental condi-
tions and the error bars obtained. In addition, the difference in surface temper-
atures between the numerical model and the experimental one is not well justi-
fied. The influence of radiation in the case of evaporation should also be shown, 
as opposed to convection and conduction which are taken into account. Other-
wise, it should be mentioned in the simplifying assumptions. 

5.2. Inadequacy of the d2 Law 

The d2 law model has been verified in the literature by experimental results [6] 
[29] [30] (Faeth (1977); Chauveau (1990); Chesneau (1994)). However, it is not 
immune to many criticisms. In this paragraph, we will outline some of its short-
comings, which we present below: 
 The unsteady character of the drop heating: 

Studies by Waldman (1975) [59] and Law (1976) [3] have shown that the qua-
si-stationary phenomenon is not verified for the liquid phase. Indeed, they ob-
served a transient period during the heating of the drop. 
 Modification of the physico-chemical properties: 
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Figure 6. Comparisons between the model and the experimental data for pure heptane 
and decane droplet [58]. 
 

Numerical studies reported by Hubbard et al. (1975) [35] have shown the in-
fluence of the variation of physico-chemical properties on the engine performance. 
In 1971, Lazard and Faeth [5] showed that there was a relationship between tem-
perature and the thermophysical properties of the liquid and vapour phases. They 
show that thermal conductivity and heat capacities are linearly proportional to 
temperature. 
 The influence of pressure on the thermophysical properties can create signif-

icant deviations in the quasi-stationarity of the transfers in the liquid and 
vapour phases. 

5.3. Liquid Phase 
5.3.1. The Infinite Conductivity Model 
This is a model developed since 1976 by Law et al. [3]. This model is based on 
the “d2” law which takes into account the heating of the drop. Comparative stu-
dies show that this model is similar to that of Godsave and Spalding with a slight 
difference related to the variation of the temperature as a function of time for 
that of Law et al. [3]. Also, the results of different works indicate that at high 
Reynolds numbers the amount of heat at the surface of the drop has an intense 
direct impact on the motions of the liquid phase. These movements contribute 
to the heating of the drop to the equilibrium temperature with the surrounding 
medium [12] [20] [24] [27] [29] [46] [60]. This model also relies on the evolu-
tion of temperature, drop composition and drop diameter over time. The evolu-
tion of the temperature from the heat flux lQ , obeys:  

3 d4
3 d

l
s l l l

T
r Cp Q

t
ρπ =                       (28) 
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The evolution of the drop diameter with time is deduced from the vapour dif-
fusion equation by:  

2 d
4

d
s

l s
r

m r
t

ρπ= −                       (30) 

5.3.2. Finite or Limited Conductivity Model 
This model does not take into account the motion inside the drop but rather the 
thermal diffusion [61]. Convection in the drop is neglected and concentration 
and temperature gradients are retained [44] [54] [62]. The temperature evolu-
tion is calculated from the following species and energy conservation equations: 

2
2

l

l l

T Tr
t r rCp r

λ
ρ

∂ ∂ ∂ =  ∂ ∂ ∂ 
                  (31) 

5.3.3. “Hill Vortex” Model 
This is a very complex model that takes into account convective transfers in the 
liquid and vapour phases [29] [63]. The influence of shear stresses at the liq-
uid-vapour interface and the motions give rise to an axial velocity distribution. 
The expression of the velocity in polar coordinate is a function of r and θ and 
verifies the following relations: 
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In this model only the internal convection related to the relative velocity with 
respect to the gas phase is taken into account. Indeed, the effects of additional 
surface stresses related to temperature or composition are neglected by the as-
sumption of uniformity of temperature and composition at the surface of the 
drop.  

None of the above models with the mentioned equations take into account the 
contribution of advection or azimuthal angle, which are present in convective 
evaporation. This should be taken into account in order to bring out all aspects 
of the evaporation and combustion of liquid fuel drops. 

6. Experimental Study: Influence of Temperature and  
Pressure 

The study of the evaporation of one or more drops composed of one or more 
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components has been the subject of several experimental works [29] [46] [49] in 
recent years. This work has also focused on the effects of temperature, pressure 
and convection on the evaporation and combustion of one or more drops con-
sisting of one or more components. 

X. Chesneau (1994) [29] carried out an experimental and numerical study on 
the natural convection evaporation of a drop under the influence of vapour 
pressure. Indeed, gravity induces buoyancy forces on the drop causing its de-
formation. Also, by the critical pressure and for a temperature close to the criti-
cal temperature cancel the surface tension and the latent heat of vaporization of 
the drop. 

Kadota and Hiroyasu [64] presented experimental results of the evaporation 
of a drop of n-heptane in nitrogen under high pressure and established a nu-
merical correlation similar to that of Ranz and Marshall for the Nusselt and Sher-
wood numbers. 

C. Chauveau [30] was interested in experimental work on the evaporation and 
combustion of a drop in microgravity using the free fall technique. He visualized 
with a CCD camera the evolution of the radius of drops at high and low pres-
sure. 

A. S. Zongo [52] showed experimentally that for a temperature between 350˚C 
and 440˚C, there is degradation of the monitored drop. He shows that the evolu-
tion of the drop as a function of temperature can contribute to the prediction of 
its evaporation. 

7. Combustion of Fuel Drops 
7.1. Numerical Synthesis 

The modelling of the combustion of one or more spherical drops has been the 
subject of several works [3] [18] [28] [53] [65] [66]. Among these works, the 
simplified Godsave and Spalding model has been widely used. Some works have 
focused on the analysis of the combustion of an isolated spherical droplet with-
out in the liquid phase [63] [67]. Other works are based on the coupling between 
mass and heat transfer in the liquid and vapour phases in the absence or pres-
ence of gravity [68] [69].  

7.2. Experimental Study 

The experimental study of the combustion of a drop dates back many years. Al-
ready in 1971 Kumasi et al. visualized the regression of the diameter of a drop in 
microgravity using a CCD camera. 

M. El-Kasaby et al. [70] carried out experimental work on the performance 
and ignition delay of an engine running on jatropha biodiesel with convincing 
results.  

D QI et al. [71] presented their experimental results on the emissions from the 
combustion of the oil-diesel mixture in the engine and found a clear decrease in 
greenhouse gases. Some of the results of the work have been presented in Table 
2. 
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8. Synthesis 

Zainab Abdel-Qadera and William L. H. Hallett, 2005 [53] investigated the role 
of liquid mixing in the evaporation of multicomponent mixtures through conti-
nuous thermodynamics modelling. The aim was to understand the role played 
by internal mixing in the evaporation of droplets from mixtures with a large 
number of components. The calculations show that internal mixing generally 
has a smaller influence on droplet behaviour for a mixture with a large number 
of components than for a binary mixture and give some indication of when a 
well-mixed droplet model may—or may not—be a good approximation for prac-
tical work. 

B. Abramzon et al., 2006 [54] were interested in the convective vaporization of 
a fuel droplet with radiation absorption. The developed “extended” and “effec-
tive conductivity” droplet vaporization models are generalized to take into ac-
count the contribution of thermal radiation and humidity and the temperature 
dependence of the liquid fuel properties. Therefore, they simulate the effect of 
thermal radiation and absorption of thermal radiation in a semi-transparent 
spherical droplet using the simplified thermal radiation absorption model pro-
posed by Dombrovsky and Sazhin: a simplified model. The physical properties 
of the liquid fuel, including density, are evaluated at the average temperature of 
the liquid and updated at each time step. These generalized models are applied 
to the analysis of the vaporization process of n-decane and diesel fuel droplets 
injected into hot air. It is shown that the absorption of radiation in diesel fuel is 
generally stronger than in n-decane, and this must be taken into account when 
modelling the combustion processes in diesel engines. Calculations of the drop-
let vaporization rate using the simplified “effective conductivity” model with the 
uniform internal radiation heat source. This allows us to recommend the use of 
the “effective conductivity” model with uniform radiation absorption for vapo-
rization combustion calculations, including applications in internal combustion 
engines. 

J. Barata, 2008 [55] have modelled the dispersion and evaporation of biofuel 
droplets. This paper presents a numerical study of the evaporation of biofuel 
droplets injected into a turbulent crossflow. This study uses an Eulerian/Lagragian 
approach to account for turbulent transport, dispersion, evaporation and the 
coupling between the two processes in practical spray injection systems, which 
typically involve two-way air flows. A set of biofuel droplets evaporating through 
a crossflow is studied, and a comparison of the dispersion and evaporation of the 
droplet fuel with conventional fuels is made. Droplet evaporation with conven-
tional fuels. The results obtained with DF-2 and RME showed that a homoge-
neous mixture can only be obtained with very high levels of preheating, and that 
the use of ethanol (obtained from sugar or starch) can be a better alternative in 
ignition assisted combustion systems, while RME can be successfully used as an 
alternative fuel in applications that use diffusion flames. An Eulerian/Lagragian 
approach was presented to calculate evaporative sprays through a cross-flow. A 
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method developed to study two- and three-dimensional turbulent isothermal 
dispersion was extended to the case of an evaporating biofuel droplet array. The 
results show that the distributions of droplet diameter, temperature and mass 
fraction were found to be strongly dependent on the fuels used. Rapeseed methyl 
esters show similar evaporation characteristics to DF-2, indicating that they can 
be successfully used as an alternative fuel in many applications.  

Zhou Zhifu et al. 2013 [56] evaluated evaporation models for a single moving 
drop with a high evaporation rate and conducted experiments of a single evapo-
rating drop subjected to a gas flow. The objective of their work was to evaluate 
existing evaporation models with a high evaporation rate. From the results ob-
tained, it appears that all models perform almost identically for cases with low 
evaporation rates, while significant discrepancies between the models’ predic-
tions appear when the evaporation rate is increased. Based on these compari-
sons, a simplified evaporation model is identified and recommended for high 
evaporation cases. The comparison also reveals a lack of reliable experimental 
temperature data for drop evaporation, especially for high evaporation condi-
tions. Thus, attention is given to three phenomena of droplet evaporation: Stefan 
flow, convective heat and mass transfer, and the blowing effect due to high eva-
poration rate. In particular, various methods for modelling convective heat and 
mass transfer with a high blow-off effect are examined theoretically and experi-
mentally. The validity of various models for droplet evaporation is tested by 
comparing model predictions with three sets of experimental data with low, in-
termediate and high evaporation rates, respectively. It is found that all models 
perform almost identically for the low evaporation cases while significant large 
discrepancies between the model predictions emerge as the evaporation rate in-
creases. 

J. Dgheim et al., 2013 [14] conducted a numerical study of heat and mass trans-
fer from a hydrocarbon droplet rotating around its vertical axis in forced con-
vection only on the opposite side of the flow. The flow was assumed to be lami-
nar, and the droplet was assumed to retain its spherical shape during its lifetime. 
Based on the above assumption, the conservation equations in a general curvili-
near coordinate were solved numerically. The evaporation behaviour of rotating 
droplets in a forced convection flow can be studied by analyzing the effects of 
droplet rotation on the evaporation process of a multicomponent hydrocarbon 
droplet. The droplet is simulated to behave as a hard sphere. The thickness of the 
boundary layer is unknown for this model and therefore it was determined as a 
function of time. In addition, the study focuses on the Dgheim dimensionless 
number which is the ratio of the rotational forces to the viscosity forces. The 
Dgheim dimensionless number is correlated to the Nusselt and Sherwood num-
bers for multicomponent hydrocarbon droplets in evaporation taking into ac-
count the effect of heat and mass of the Spalding, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers 
respectively. Similarly, correlations for the Nusselt and Sherwood numbers as a 
function of the Reynolds, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are proposed. These 
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correlations take into account the rotation phenomenon and advance the varia-
tion of thermophysical and transport properties in the vapour phase of mul-
ti-component mixtures. 

Tomoaki Kitano et al., 2014 [57] investigated the effects of ambient pressure, 
gas temperature and combustion reaction on droplet evaporation using a three- 
dimensional numerical simulation. The ambient pressure, initial gas tempera-
ture and droplet mass loading ratio are varied in the ranges of 0.1 - 2.0 MPa, 
1000 - 2000 K and 0.027 - 0.36, respectively, under conditions with and without 
combustion reaction. The results show that for both conditions with and with-
out combustion reaction, the droplet lifetime increases with the combustion 
reaction, with the increase of ambient pressure at a low initial gas temperature of 
1000 K, but decreases at the high initial temperatures of 1500 K and 2000 K, al-
though the droplet lifetime is shorter due to the combustion reaction. Also, it is 
noted that the increase in ambient pressure and the inhomogeneity of the drop-
let distribution due to turbulence cause the droplet lifetime to be generally 
shorter. The main results obtained in their paper show that: 

1) Natural convection accelerates droplet evaporation, and the effect becomes 
noticeable with increasing ambient temperature.  

2) In the condition without combustion reaction, the droplet lifetime increas-
es with increasing ambient pressure at low initial gas temperature of 1000 K, but 
decreases at higher initial temperature. This is attributed to an equilibrium be-
tween increasing and decreasing droplets. Indeed, as the ambient pressure in-
creases, droplet evaporation is suppressed by a higher boiling temperature, while 
it is favored by a lower latent and a larger droplet surface area due to a larger 
liquid expansion.  

3) The effects of ambient pressure, initial gas temperature and ML on droplet 
lifetime in the combustion reaction condition are similar to those in the no com-
bustion reaction condition. 

However, the droplet lifetime is often shortened by an improved combustion 
reaction in the following conditions of high ambient pressure and moderately 
high ML. 

4) Both for the conditions with and without combustion reaction, the inho-
mogeneity of droplet distribution caused by turbulence makes the droplet life-
time longer because the local ML increases considerably at some locations. 

M. Al Qubeissi et al. 2015 [16] were interested in modelling the heating and 
evaporation of biodiesel fuel droplets. To do so, they made a comparative analy-
sis of the predictions of several biodiesel droplet heating and evaporation models 
under realistic diesel engine conditions. Subsequently, for the analysis of their 
work, they used nineteen types of biodiesel fuels composed of methyl esters. It is 
shown that the model, based on the assumption that the diffusivity of the species 
in the droplets is infinitely fast and the thermal conductivity of the liquid is infi-
nitely large, under predicts the evaporation time of the droplets compared to the 
model taking into account the effects of finite diffusivity and conductivity, by up 
to about 15%. A similar under-prediction of the model in which transient spe-
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cies diffusion is ignored and the thermal conductivity of the liquid is assumed to 
be infinitely large, turns out to be about 26%. As in the case of diesel and gaso-
line droplets, for biodiesel droplets, the multi-component models predict higher 
droplet surface temperatures at the final stages of droplet evaporation and longer 
evaporation times than for the single-component models. This is related to the 
fact that in the final stages of droplet evaporation, the mass fraction of heavier 
species, which evaporate more slowly than lighter species and have higher boil-
ing temperatures, increases at the expense of lighter species. 

Xiaokang Ma 2016 [58] numerically modelled the evaporation process of drop-
lets from acetone-butanol-ethanol (ABE) and diesel mixtures. The evaporation 
characteristics of acetone-butanol-ethanol (ABE) and diesel mixtures are investi-
gated using a multi-component evaporation model coupled with six components 
to represent diesel and the universal functional activity coefficient (UNIFAC) 
method was constructed and validated. The evaporation characteristics of the 
ABE-mixture as well as the effects of ABE mass fraction and ambient tempera-
ture are analyzed. 

The results show that droplets of the ABE-diesel mixture evaporate faster than 
diesel. The addition of ABE affects the early stage of the evaporation process, 
especially at high temperatures, which leads to the appearance of internal gasifi-
cation observed in the experiments. As the mass fraction of ABE increases, the 
evaporation rate increases and internal gasification is more likely to occur later, 
but the preform is more intense. Droplet lifetime decreases non-linearly with 
increasing ambient temperature, and evaporation of low volatile components is 
significantly improved. At the same time, the increase in ambient temperature 
leads to faster and more intense internal gasification performance. 

M. Al Qubeissi et al., 2017 [59], in his work thought about the modelling of 
heating and evaporation of droplets of a diesel-biodiesel mixture. He presents a 
new approach to modelling the heating and evaporation of biodiesel droplets 
with specific application to blends of biodiesel (represented by the widely used 
soybean methyl ester, SME) and diesel fuels under conditions representative of 
internal combustion engines. The compositions, approximately 105 components 
of diesel and biodiesel fuels, are replaced by a smaller number of components 
and quasi-components using the compositional analysis method. The results are 
compared with predictions for the case where the biodiesel/diesel blend droplets 
are represented by pure biodiesel or pure diesel droplets. In their work it is 
shown that the predicted droplet evaporation time and surface temperature for 
100% SME, representing pure biodiesel, are close to those predicted for pure di-
esel. It is also shown that approximations of the actual compositions of B5 (5% 
SME and 95% Diesel) and B50 (50% SME and 50% Diesel) by 17 quasi-com- 
ponents/components, using the MDQD model, lead to under-predictions of drop- 
let lifetime of up to 9% and 4%, respectively, under the same engine conditions. 
The application of the latter model resulted in a reduction of more than 83% in 
computation time compared to the case where 105 components are used. 

Fang Wang et al., 2017 [9] proposed a new stationary drop evaporation model 
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and its validation. They showed the importance of the character of liquid drop 
evaporation not only for the design process of the combustion chamber, but also 
for the simulation of high accuracy spray combustion. In his work, the evapora-
tion character of suspended drops was measured in a quiet environment at high 
temperature by a high-speed micro camera system. The experimental results for 
gasoline and paraffin are consistent with the reference data. The experimental 
evaporation rate data were compared with the prediction results of the Ranz- 
Marshall boiling temperature model (RMB), the Ranz-Marshall low temperature 
model (RML), the drift flow model (DFM), the mass analogy and the tempera-
ture analogy. The discrepancy between the experimental data and the model 
prediction results was mainly due to the neglect of the natural convection effect, 
which was never introduced in the model. A new drop evaporation model taking 
into account the buoyancy effect of natural convection was also proposed. The 
results show that 

1) The evaporation characteristics of liquid fuel generally correspond to the d2 
law and the evaporation rate increases with increasing ambient temperature.  

2) Calculations of the Ranz-Marshall evaporation model and other models 
that do not consider natural convection deviate significantly from experimental 
results. 

3) The computational results of the new droplet evaporation model are con-
sistent with the experimental data for room temperature. 

4) The new droplet evaporation model that takes into account natural convec-
tion can predict droplet evaporation more accurately than conventional models, 
such as the boiling evaporation model of Ranz and Marshall. Marshall boiling 
evaporation model. 

Dgheim et al., 2018 [60] investigated the combustion of droplets in rotating 
natural convection. This study, based on experimental and numerical, provided 
a thermal and fluid flow analysis of the evaporation and combustion of liquid 
hydrocarbon droplets in natural and rotating convection. The results obtained 
allowed the determination of the regression of the square of the liquid droplet 
diameter, the evolution of the surface temperature, the variation of the temper-
ature and velocity in the liquid and vapour phases, and the evolution of the ra-
dius and temperature of the flame in natural rotating convection. The compari-
son between the numerical and experimental results shows a satisfactory qualita-
tive and quantitative agreement. In addition, a correlation expressing the burn-
ing rate as a function of the Dgheim, Prandtl and Grashof numbers is proposed. 
The burning rate results from the burning rate without convection, the burning 
rate due to stagnant natural convection and the burning rate due to rotating 
natural convection.  

Hyemin Kim 2018 [61] carried out work on the evaporation of a single droplet 
of emulsion fuel under high temperature and pressure conditions. The evapora-
tion characteristics of water/n-decane emulsion droplets at various temperatures 
and pressures were observed experimentally. The emulsion fuel was made by 
adding pure water to the n-decane base fuel with a volume ratio of 0.2:0.2. The 
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time variation of the droplet diameter was observed optically with a high speed 
camera. The evaporation process of the emulsion droplets was divided into three 
stages, namely drop heating, swelling/blowing and pure evaporation. As the am-
bient temperature increased, the droplet swelling behaviour shifted towards 
swelling during the swelling/blowing phase. There was a decrease in the infla-
tion/blowing rate under high pressure conditions. The evaporation rate during 
the pure evaporation stage and the overall droplet lifetime were affected by am-
bient temperature but not by ambient pressure. Droplet swelling occurred mainly 
at relatively low temperature and pressure conditions; it transformed into blow-
ing at higher temperature and pressure conditions. 

Dgheim 2020 [11] conducted a new study of the evaporation of multicompo-
nent hydrocarbon liquid droplets in rotating forced convection. For this pur-
pose, they numerically investigated the heat and mass transfer of evaporation of 
ternary-component liquid hydrocarbon droplets in rotary forced convection. 
Optimal values for the wind and rotation velocities of the liquid droplet were 
determined. Further new correlations expressing the evaporation rate in terms of 
Dgheim, Reynolds, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are made which take into ac-
count the evaporation of the ternary component liquid droplet at varying am-
bient temperatures, varying mass fractions, varying air velocities and varying in-
itial droplet radii, under forced rotating convection. 

9. Conclusion 

The state of the art has shown the different phenomena related to the evapora-
tion of a drop of liquid fuel, the modes of transfer as well as the parameters in-
fluencing the evaporation. It also recalled the different models used in numerical 
work on the evaporation and combustion of one or more drops of fuel. There 
are very few studies on the influence of natural convection as opposed to forced 
convection, especially on an engine fuelled by biodiesel. The experimental tech-
niques, for the most part, use thermocouples to measure the temperature of the 
evaporating drop surface and the CCD camera to visualize the regression of the 
diameter squared of the drop.  
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